Report from T10 IR to T10 for 8 November T10 Plenary Meeting

A. ISO/IEC FDIS 14776-321, SCSI -3 SBC has been approved as an International Standard.

B. Review of Action Items

432) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 recommends that the JTC1 TAG approve and forward the NWIP (T10/01-254r1) for High Speed Serial Bus, P1394 and P1394a developed by the IEEE Microprocessor Standards Committee, MSC, to JTC1 for further processing as an international standard.

Done, but NWIP is still waiting for copyright release letter from IEEE. The delay is caused by people traveling and not reluctance to give approval

433) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 has reviewed the FDIS, SC25 14776-362 (MMC-2) and recommends that the JTC1 TAG vote to disapprove FDIS, SC25 14776-362 (MMC-2), Multi-Media Command Set -2 and include the comments recorded in T10/01-279r0 (minutes of T10 meeting #45) under item 11.2.2.

Done

436) Gary Robinson will determine how ISO standards can reference ANSI Technical Reports.

I am trying to contact JTC1 Chair, Scott Jamison about this.

441) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 has reviewed the FCD, SC25 14776-331 (SSC) and recommends that the JTC1 TAG vote to approve FCD, 14776-331 (SSC) SCSI-3 Stream Commands.

Done

442) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 has reviewed the FCD 14776-326 (RBC) and recommends that the JTC1 TAG vote to disapprove FCD 14776-326 (RBC) Reduced Block Commands and include the comments recorded in T10/01-279r0 (minutes of T10 meeting #45) under item 11.2.4.

Done

443) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 has reviewed the FDIS 14776-113 (SPI-3) and recommends that the JTC1 TAG vote to approve FDIS 14776-113 (SPI-3), SCSI Parallel Interface -3.
444) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 recommends that the JTC1 TAG approve and forward the NWIP for SCSI Primary Commands -2, SPC-2, to JTC1 for further processing as an international standard.

I have prepared the NWIP and a sample of how to change NCITS style text to JTC1 style and sent to Ralph Weber for review. I have received no response yet. Once I get acceptance for NWIP I will forward to JTC1 TAG. The text, modified to JTC1 style can follow later.

445) Gary Robinson will report to the JTC 1 TAG that T10 recommends that the JTC1 TAG approve and forward the NWIP for Fibre Channel Protocol -2, FCP-2, to JTC1 for further processing as an international standard.

Done